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Procurement of equipment and weapons systems In the Defense
establishment is big business—for two reasons. Jirst, the resources
required to design, develop, end procure these items are steggering.
Secondly, the soundness of procurement decisions is reflected in the over-
all ability of the armed forces to provide effective national security.
Consequently, procurement has received the fullest possible support from
military and political circles to ensure that the weapons and equipment
of the American fighting man are second to none.
In spite of this unanimity of purpose and support characterizing
the procurement effort, there are situations in which a new weapons system
can be delayed from entsrio/? service, M illy for Ion; periods of
^, because the necessary support to maintain it in serviceable con-
dition over an extended period of service is not available when the o til -
ment is reedy to be pieced in service. As result the new eaolp—%
cannot be introduced, for to do so could result in a modern counterpart
of the ada^e of the battle which was lost for lack of a nail.
The process that provides those items necessary to support a new
end item of equipment for an initial period of time is "provisioning.**
It is every bit as complex a process as that which introduces the equip-
ment itaelf , but it accounts for only I small nortion of the funds required
to n^t comr.lete system in the fi*»ld. Accordingly the attention of top
management devoted to provisioning is often far below that devoted to the
li

procurement process. This does not in any way alter the faot that the
equipment ia not truly a system until the support that is necessary to
keep it functioning In a satisfactory rrenner is avn liable within the
respective military supply system at the level at which it is needed.
Because provisioning ia essential to the successful completion of the
procurement function, it is every bit as important as the research, or
the teat and evaluation functions by which the equipment is developed.
Armed with this conviction, I launched my study of the orovision-
ing process within the U. ft. Marine Corps. The nature of my project was
a complete examination of the processes and procedures by which an end
item is *?lven that support necessary to maintain it during an initial
period of service—beginning at the commencement of planning, and ending
when the item is dolivsred to the usins units.
A subject of this magnitude naturally encompasses many elements
of the Marine Corps organization, from the Headquarters where the end
item concept ia born to the force units th ce the item in service.
I could not, because of limitations of time and distance, undertake a
detailed analysis of the practices actually employed at each iMBtttfta
teed I mi.de careful study of the directives establishing the policy
and procedures governing the provisioning process. Thi3 was supplemented
by interviews and corrosnondence with p Involved in provision^
at Headquarters Marine Corps, and at other Murine Corps activities that
seemed appropriate.
The purpose of this research project is to determine to what
ex 1 . rovisioniii:- in the ;.:;.rin -orps con be improved to Drovide a more
timely and MM effective process whereby the support necessary to sustain
iii

an end item is available when and where it is needed. In order to do
this it villi be necessary to look first at the backdrop of Department of
Defense and Mnrine Corps policy, and then to tafei cursory glMMM at the
procurement prooeos. When these have been accomplished, we will move in
Chapters III and IV to an extensive review of support oinnniivs an<* the
provisioning process itself, followed by a comprehensive study of alterna-
tive procedures which might provide a more efficient provisioning process.
I am indeed grateful for the numerous personnel who so generously
gave time to assi3t me in this project, and without whose help I could
not have accomplished the results set forth herein. Foremost among these
is Mr, D. L. Bonner of the Technical Division, 3unply Department, HQMC,
whose expertise in provisioning is matched only by the guidance and in-
spiration he r.ave me when the task seemed insurmountable, which I must
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POLICIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OOTSHNINO
INITIAL SUPPORT ACTIONS
Department of Defense Policy
The ultimate responsibility of the Department of Defense is to
ensure national security. As such, any policy emanating from the Pentagon
will have this concept as its underlying principle, and will set forth
the concepts and objectives that are necessary to insure the highest
possible state of military readiness, the cornerstone of national secur-
ity.
Equipping our forces with the best avnllabla weapons and systems
is a vital factor in achieving the highest possible state of military
readiness. Ensuring that the support necessery to achieve the fullest
utilization and effectiveness of this equipment is another vital factor.
In essence the two cannot be separated, for to consider one without the
other is the most reckless course of action possible. In recognition
of this basic fact, the Department of Defense has instituted certain
programs that set the fmmswork under ^nhich a new equipment or system
becomes part of our oatariel inventory and renins *a effective equip-
ment for the intended period of service. Foremost among these are the
Integrated Logistic Support concent, the ?4aintenanee Engineering program,
and the Provisioning process*

Integrated Logistic Support
Integrated Logistic Support (ILS) is a composite of the elements
necessary to assure the offsetif* and economical support of a system or
equipment at all levels of maintenance for its programmed life. Its
primary objective is to ennure that systems and equipment are systematic-
ally planned, esquired, and managed as an integrated whole to obtain
maximum materiel readiness and optimum coat effectiveness. The elements
of integrated logistic support are planned maintenance, technical logis-
tic data, logistic support personnel (skills, training, safety, and per-
formance), spares and repair parts, support equipment, and facilities.
As envisioned, integrated logistic support should be characterized by a
sort of harmony and coherence between each of the levels of maintenance
and the elements just cited. Since provisioning is directly responsible
for certain of these elements (support equipment, and spares and repair
parts), it is a vitnl part of the dynamic functioning of an integrated
logistic support program. 2
Maintenance Engineering
A concept of earlier vintage, maintenance engine urian grew from
an early awareness of the problems engendered by the growing complexity
of equipment being acquired by the Defense establishment. Foremont among
these problems was the extent to which more complex equipment generated
increasing demands for limited funds, facilities, «®teriel, and skilled
manpower. In order to conserve these scarce resources, while contributing
*U.3. , Department of Defense, Development of Integrated Logistic
Support for Systems and Equipments
,





to overall military r»ndinoss, the maintenance engineering concent was
advanced to place increasing ocfMaand recognition on the scope and mag-
nitude of maintenance operations. It oalled for grafter emphasis in the
areas of policy direction, technical supervision, and management control
of Major Maintenance pro^roeis and activities. ->
The policy direction effort 13 aimed at ensuring that maintenance
policies, plans and procedures are evaluated periodically to ensure that
they provide muAmm readiness to perform designated ftmatiocB efficiently
and safely. The technical supervision policies are directed toward en-
suring that desiTi development and production engineering activities
stress maintainability and reliability of operation, that adequate report-
ing systems ore provided to disseminate pertinent failure data, %ad thftt
policies and procedures governing Initial provisioning sill be reviewed
and revised as necessary to assure the timely availability of maintenance
support items required during the initial phase of service use.^
The essence of maintenance engineering then is to ensure that
equipment is developed which *ill place the least possible requirement
on the limited maintenance resources available, and to provide that the
support is available when required in the supply system at the maintenance
level needed. This latter function is the main objective of provisioning.
Provisioning
Initial provisioning is defined as:
W—HUM liMWW 11P1 .Pmmii^mP. ». mwii iuMWt^i i iWiHii H i p hi—^Wimw m*^ — >i|l i— . i—ii» i—
—
l^.«#l.<« i i—->^HiM ii|ii «iiM .iii ili ii M i i—»— Mii « ii n il j — i i. ma n 'MM Pi I' urn —
%.3. , Department of Defense, Department of Defense Maintenance
Sagineerln$ Program
, DOD Directive 3232.1, November '}, 1955, PV» 1-2.
*Tbid., pp. 2-3.

the process of determining the range and quantity of items
(i.e., spares and repair parts, special tools, test equipment,
and support equipment) required to support and maintain an end
item of materiel for an initial period of service.
5
Its principal objective is to assure that initial spares and repair parts
(including tools, test equipment, and support equipment) are available in
the supply system at the appropriate maintenance echelon when needed."
In recognition of the increasing complexity and cost of new equip-
ment, and the significant cost of providing these new equipments with un-
interrupted maintenance and support, the Department of Defense prescribed
certain policies to govern provisioning within the Defense establishment.
These provide us with the key to the manner by which coordination will be
accomplished when more than one service or agency is involved, as well as
overall guidance for provisioning under single service effort. Where
inter-service effort is involved, responsibilities are 3pelled out for
both the procuring and the using services with respect to determining
range and quantity, the type of technical documentation required, and
data affecting contract negotiation (time, payment, delivery).
Provisioning is indeed a very complex process. Because of this
it was necessary that the Department of Defense prescribe certain command
relationships and set down coordination ground rules. These will not of
themselves accomplish the task, but they do provide the framework within
which the individual service can provide the timely support necessary to
put an end item in service and maintain it.
'U.S. , Department of Defense, Policy and Principles governing
Provisioning of ad Items of -fetarial
,






U. 3. Herlne Corps Policy
Integrated Logistic Support
In furtherance of the policy promulgated by the Department of
Defense, the Secretary of the Nary assigned responsibility for the develop-
ment of integrated logistic support for systems and equipments, and the
monitoring of perforr*wnoe, to the Chief of Naval Operation, the Commandant
of the ?*irine Corps, and the Chief of Hav«l iSata-rial. Specifically, the
Gommendant of the Marine Corps has be^n charged with the responsibility
for determiration of the requirements for the development of integrated
support for systems end equipments to be accomplished by the Naval
Material Support Establishment (NMfcJS) , and for systems and equipments
developed under the cognizance of the ?*»rine Corps/''
Within the Marine Corps, the ??oal of integrated lo^iutic support
is twofold. First, only supportable equipment will be placed in service
in the Fleet Marine Forces because all requirements for resources will
have been identified and provided prior to plaoing the Item In service.
Second, the life cycle costs for s new equipment can be identified and
its adoption can be based on these costs rather than acquisition cost
elona.
To achieve these goals it becomes necessary to identify all
elements necessary to support a system or equipment for its full pro-
(pparamed life. In other words, it demands that all requirements for
resources (monay, manpower, fsateriol, dots, or facilities) needed to
"tl.3. , Department of the i?avy t Development of Intern; ted Lofflstl o




, Mb rlne Coros , Development of Intaqrated Logistic Support
for Systems and Equipments
,
*IC0 4100.3, November 12, 19oT, p. 1.

support the now item during its foil intended life bo identified early
in the equipment design process. Specific aotions that will be performed
to identify those elsnsnta include:'
1. Development of a "plan for use*1 and a "plan for support"
of the equipment*
2. Predict spare and repair parte requirements on an annual
basis end projected over the life cycle of the equipment.
3. Bstlfifste the requirements for support personnel by mili-
tary occupational specialty (?£03) and skill level projected over the
life cycle.
4.. Ssteblish « fixed ratio of performance time to sain-
teremce time.
5. lvfcUM.il the technical data requirements.
6. Dofiue the requirements for support equipment.
7. Determine requirements for facilities required to store,
use, or maintain the item at ell levels.
8. Determine requirements for contractor nupport, if any.
Provisioning
As defined earlier, provisioning is the process of determining
the range and quantity of items necessary to support an end item of mate-
riel for an initial period of service. In actuality, the process does
not stop at determining the rang© and quantity as the definition implies,
but follows the selected items through the procurement, delivery, and
initial period of use during which usage data is compiled to evaluate
the decisions reached earlier, fithin these wider parameters, the policy
^Ibid. , np, 1-2 to ^closure (2),

of the CofKaandant of the Marine Corps outlined below takes on added
significance.
Because premature Introduction of new equipment prior to adequate
build-up of resources could seriously detract from the capability of the
force using the equipment, the Commandants basic policy is that new
items of equipment villi not be put into service until using and service
units have on hand specified levels of mount-out (combat) and garrison
operating (peace-time) stocks, trained operators and technicians are
available as needed, budgeting information for requisitioning replenish-
ment stock has been furnished to appropriate commanders, and the first,
aeoond and third automatic re3upplie3 are available in protected status
within the supply system.
With respect to the determination of the range and ity of
Items to be provisioned, it is the Goramnndant*s policy that* 1*
1. General criteria for range and quantity (in terms of days
of supply) will be prescribed by Headquarters Marine Corps for items to
be stocked in support of end Items, being provisioned. Yu'ithin these
general oriteria, the Harin© Corps Supply Activity, Philadelphia will
determine the range and quantity of items necessary to support the new
end item for an initial period of time. That period of time extends
from placing the end It am in operation until I ze usage data are
developed and full support responsibility oan be assumed by the supplv
•ystera for routine roplonishmeat.
2. The basis for d-atorminin^ the range and quantity of items
10
* J.~.. Knrlne Corps, Polloy for Support of Hew Equipments
Introduced Into the I'frrlrv? Cor
-"*
' 4400, >2A, <-r *>• n t ] y \ '. 3.
nibld., p. 2.

to bo provisioned is the experience ?*ined from roaearch, test
•valuation, known or factored failure r«.t n-uae quantities
and deployment of the end Item, and the support conoopt of tho new
equipmc
3. tity determinetiona for lit Mil, reoupplles, and
garrison operating stocks will be expressed separately because of the
different follure rates of sparse and rapair parts ttflflV combat and peace-
time conditions, and the non-essential nature of cert-sin items to a combat
environment.
Fiscal iollcy
One further area of policy which needs to be mentioned briefly is
funding as it relates to Fleet **5arine Forae tmlts. For end items procured
as Appropriated Stores Account (A3A) itema under the appropriation
Procurement, **irlne Oorps, funds are budgeted by Headquarters Marine
Corps under th» appropriation Operations and Maintenance, ".ferine Corps,
and are allotted to field commanders to provide for nrocurement of sup-
port items from the .stock fund. For end itema ^roc^ro J §g '- Fund
Account (3FA) items, both the and item and the 1 "t Items are budgeted
for and funded by field oommandars with allotted M and Maintenance,
Marine Corps funds.^ Although this procedure Is in line with the
Commandants overall fiscal collcy of havtn | «- v - * LI commander obligate
funds for items used by him, we well encounter a conflict nrlnlng from
thia policy In Chanter IV whiofe rnlaes the question tl o whether this





Responsibilities for Support of k&n tiquipoent
Cofnraandant of the Serine Corps
Overall responsibility for the support of new equipment rests
with the Gamaandant of the Marine Plgfi, who will issue directives to
convey his support policies, prescribe authorized levels of ^rrison
operating ana mount-out stoeks, budget for the procurement of mount-out
end initial garrison operating stoeks for active Fleet Ifintrlne Force units.
Ho also will establish (and adjust as necessary) the target dates for
placing new items of equipment in service based m ptiBTMlfl availability
of required personnel aac lo ( iatic support. *
Marine Corps Supply Activity, Philadelphia
Within the general criteria for range of i tests and stock levels
prescribed by Ikad^uartirs Lterine Coi^pa, the ilarine Corps Supply Activity,
Philadelphia determines the range and quantity if ite;na to be procured
for Initial issue and for supporting stocks within the stor©3 system,
and detonaines the rango and quantity of nount-out and garrison operating
stocks for using and supporting service units. la addition the Supply
Activity advises the Oojar.;nndant of astiinated funds requirements nt appro-
priate tliTies duriiMj the budget cycle, infornts the 3omnandfint aAMN first,
second Ml thii nttie i lias are available in protected status
ifithln the ntcres oyster, if docv tlon neoess-iry to






Marina Corps Supply Centers
As the intermediary between the producer and the user of nam
equipment and its support items, the fferlne Corps Supply Center receives
and stores the end item and its support items until the necessary initial
issue documentation la received from the Marine Corps Supply Activity,
Philadelphia. Upon receipt of the documentation, the Supply Center will
enter the expenditure data received from using and service unita, process
the requisitions, assemble the initial issue sad itam and support items,




To ensure adequate and timely trainin- of ersonnel prior to
introduction of the new equipment, the Fleet SSarine Force commander has
the responsibility for designating the quantities of equipment to be re-
moved from administrative deadline for training purposes, and for pro-
viding funds to support this function. He is likewise responsible for
placing the end item in sorvice when all required support actions have
beoa accomplished, and for lnforrain<? the Commandant of this action.
Organisation and Responsibilities of the Supply
Department, Headquarters ;&rine Corps
The Supply Department, Headquarters Marine Corps is assigned a




an Initial Issue of repair f--trta fr>r New Items of Marine Corps aquipmsnt
,
WO U- " ^omb^r 17, 1 V. , /». 5-7.
16,
Introduced Into the Marine Corps , MOO /^00.32A, fcforch 11, 19^5, P» °«
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Introduced Into the Murine Corps. While these will be covered In detail
In Chapters III and IV, it ia desirable at this time to examine the
organization of the Supply Department.
The Supply Departnent, Headquarters Marino Coivs, heeded by the
^Quartermaster General of the Warine C-sr^s, Is organized into throe
separate offices and six operating divisions, as shown In Figure 1.
Responsibility for support of new end Items of eiul^msnt is vested in
four of these divisions as follows: 1?
1. The Stock ?&na?teit»nt Division (CSX) is responsible for
preparing Part I of the Provisioning Guidance Date Sheets, and for
performing Item Management Coding for Headquarters controlled items.
This Is done in accordance ith applicable Instructions for the deter-
mination of management control by the Defense 3uo~ly ft<»ency or the
Marine Corps.
2. The yinaneiel Management Division (OH) la responsible
for thoso aspects of the support procesn relating to funding, apportion-
ment, and budgetary Information. It also provides tbi stock Management
Division with an annual schedule by which the ^upnly Activity is furn-
ished Proviaioniaii Guidance Data Sheets (Part 1) and \fcrine Corps
Shopping Lists.
3. The Procurement Division (G30) is responsible for
procuring and insuring delivery of ttflav for te3t end for support of
the end item when adopted. They monitor ^ro^raas of provisioning and
notify the Stock Management Division of delivery of the end item and
its related support items to the Supoly Centers.
^U.S. Mnrlne Carps, Headquarters tfenual , H4O P50C-0.3A,
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4. The Technl vision (OTf) Is responsible for formulating
technical policy for the acquisition, support and maintenance of around
equipment. They aimrort MuriM rocurament vro*-vxmn by providing
engineering documentation as nace««><ry, devel mt support
is, Implementing maintenance engineer alleles by specifying
provisioning reanirenents, and deva loping aad controlling formsliwition
of support concepts, naint^nance pMllWiflfcy. « v *H "toning guidance
instructions to Mnrine Corps Supply Activity, Philadelphia.

CBAFPSR II
FACT0H3 KX.YTIH& TO UUIIUMI T.PM3W
A new system or equipment Is introduced Into tha Maria© Corps
when it has boon found to meet an existing requirement, and remains in
service until it no longer adequately satisfies the«?e requirements. In
order to exploro fully the process by which an equipment is supported
throughout this period of service , it is necessary to examine the life
cycle of equipment and tha support sotiona as they relate to this life
cycle.
Ufa Cycle of Systems and Tents
Planning
cleaning establishes the background of military m4 technical
requirements that precedes the formulation of l system or equipment as
a definable project. It begins with the ^ferine Corps 1 Ian
which projects the combat image of the 'Marine Corps tea to twenty years
in the future. It is carried on by tha t&rine Corps Mid-Range Objectives
Plan which looks two to ten years into the future, end provides for an
orderly progression from the present coaxes t force to the long range con-
cept. The objectives and requirements of the mid-range plan provide the
prtttli— for the research, development, end studies (RD68) ©rogram,
out of which are formed projects of an ' I rnwxrti nature or tm




by a General Operational Requirement, which la a statement of the need
for an Improved equipment, system or technique which villi provide a f| -
nificant improvo.mimt in operational capability and contribute to combat
effectiveness, if and when developed.
Conceptgal Phase
This la the flrat phaee of the equipment cycle. It is here that
the aouim\ent or system becomes a definable concept that can be translated
into a specific technical development project. Since this phase grows out
of the various research projects of the planning oroeess, its start is not
sharply defined. Its end is sharply defined, however, by the issuance of
the Specific Operational Requirement, ^thioh is derived from and supports
a General Operational Requirement in whole or in part. It delineates in
more specific terras the functional performance desired and the limiting
physical parameters. These include weight, siae, speed, environmental
requirements, personnel and training implications, logistical implications,
and the time phasing for conpletion of development.
Definition
In Definition the concept of the Special Operational Requirement
is translated into a detailed technical develoomont project which leads
to a full description of the deaired system or equipment, In sufficient
detf.il to permit negotiation of procurement contracts for pilot models
(prototypes). This is accomplished sequentially through:-'
hl.ri. I&rine Corps, Policy, Guidance am1 Procedures for the Support
of New Equipments , Draft 1*30 P4400, July 15, 1965, p. 1-3.
2Ibld.
, p. 1-4.
*Ibld., pp. 1-4 and 1-5.
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1. The Teohnioal Development Plan (TDP), whioh translates
the ^pacific Operational Requirement into a detailed ^lan. When approved
by the (Jocirmndant, it becomes authority to commence the development,
procurement of pilot models, and necessary teat and ©valuation.
2. i&rins Corps Program Documents (&83PD), which ties the
equipment or system into the programming process. The app*aranee of a
new end item here is the first identification of it as an equipment pro-
grammed for introduction into the Marine Corps. It likewise establishes
priorities and guidance for the procurement, production, utilization and
disposal of the equipmer*
-
3. Th© Design Disclosure Package, whioh includes the
specifications, drawings, engineering data, inspection and teat pro-
cedures, and associated technical logistic data.
U* The Field Budget Guidance, which ties the new equipment
into the budget process by givim* phase-in schedules and allowances of
new equipment for tha two subsequent years.
5« The Marine Corps Chopping List, which lists annually the
approved end items to be procured during the current fiscal and budget
year.
Procuranont Phase
This phase oomnanees with the award of the initial procurement
contracts or other procurement action, continues through tha production,
necessary modifications, inspection and testing, and concludes with the




The Operational Phase of the equipment life cycle commences with
the deployment of the new equipment to the Fleet Marine Forces (FW), and
continues until the equipment is withdrawn from service.
General Support Requirements of New nquipjaants
The overall support requirements of a new equipment con be sum-
marized into: (1) providing for planned maintenance, (2) carrying out
the required provisioning and supply actions, and (3) providing for the
required personnel logistic support.^
Planned ?felnteaanoe
This category of support requirements takes cognisance of servicing,
repair, inspection, calibration, testing, overhaul, modification, handling,
and storage. Procedures are established for each new equipment to provide
appropriately for these requirements, which are a major factor in develop-
ing the necessary provisioning and supply actions and for determining the
required personnel logistic support.
Provisioning t\n& Supply otlona
This set of support requirements covers both determining the range
and quantity of items required to support an equipment, and supplying
these items where and whan they are needed. The items covered include
spares and repair parts, support equipment, special tools, test equipment,
and technical logistic data (technical manuals, drawings, specifications,
engineering data, and other "software"). Throughout this paper, references






l*er»onnel logistic support takes into consideration the require-
ments for tr and for human foctorn engineering—i.e., personnel
skills, ond safety eonai derations. since II Is related only Indirectly
to provisioning, we will focus only slightly on this aspeot of support
for new equipment.
Broad Support Actions in Support of Hew Fquipromts
Actions to support o system or equipment occur all through its
life cycle, from the long range plan to the disposal of that equipment.
However, Inasmuch as an Item Is considered a "new oqulptaent" only for
that portion of the Operational Phase during which significant usage data
la beliw; accumulated,* any actions subsequent to that time ere a function
of normal Jferine Corpe logistics and will not be considered within the
scope of this paper. In addition, since support actions during Planning
and the Conceptual Phase are limited to the recognition of logistic sup-
port Implications and introducing these into the Special Operational
Requirements, these will likewise be considered only in passing. The
emphasis herein will be in proportion to the support effort found in eaeh
phase of the life cycle—i.e., the concentration will be on the definition,
Procurement, and Operational (first year only) Phases.
Definition Phase
The principal support actions during this phase are centered around
the documents cited earlier. Appropriate provisions regarding the logistic
support characteristics of the new equipment are introduced into the Tech-




end supply, and personnel. Likewise, lnfonset ion which reflects bow it
is planned to support the equipment with respect to planned maintenance,
provisioning: and supply, and personnel logistic support in collected from
the Technical Development Plan, Shrine Corps Prri^y^m I>ocu!«w»nts, end the
Field Budget Guidance. This information is processed to provide documenta-
tion specifieally for the purpose of planning logistic support actions for
the new equipment.
A plan for management control of all support actions is also
prepared during the Definition Phase to provide for centralized scheduling,
eveluation of progress, and implementation of measures to ensure the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of the many support actions concerned. In addi-
tion, procurement action may be started for certain Items which involve
Ions lead times, hi?h costs, or certain other considerations, where to
delay procurement could delay the introduction of the and item.
Procurement Phase
Procurement might best be described as the transition from the
development to the production starves. The contract which heralds the
•owneneement of procurement contains provisions under which the later
procurement of support items will be msde, and *«ts in motion the sequence
of events by which these support items will be acquired. This sequence of
events includes the submission of provisioning; documentation, selection of
the range and quantity of Items required, monitoring of the contractor's
progress in meeting the timetable, and delivery of the support items to
the Supply Center. Concurrently with thin process, the necessary training
curricula are developed and personnel ar® trained to operate the new








: rew equipment Is r-lr.cefl in nervice un^r on interim
support pl?n, the main emphasis during the initial period of service is
to supervise an£ evaluate the inter! toward establishing firm
support requirements under which the equipment will function for the
reminder of Its programmed life* The supervision effort is directed
primarily toward ensuring the adherence to the procedures set up for
planned maintenance, provisioning and supply, and personnel logistie
support. The evaluation effort is directed toward collecting operational
usage data upon which to base firm support requirements and to ensure a
smooth transition to normal logistic support beyond the initial period of
service covered by the provisioning process. ' Evaluation likewise con-
stitutes an eppraisal of the accuracy of the provisioning decisions, and
n feedbaok mechanism to initiate changes to the supply levels determined
«e part of the provisioning process.
In the chapters which follow, the main emphasis is directed
towerd evaluating the tl'nel l'nosa ef the processes involved rather than
assessing the accuracy of the range and quantity decisions. Therefore,
the detailed examination to follow will concentrate on those support
aoti irformed during Definition and Procurement, while bearing in
mind that the Operational Phase will provide whet corrective action is
necessary to covenants for differences between the compiled usage data







The Integrated Lojii'tie Support concept daraands that ell resources
needed to support an end ltsia of equipment be identified early in the
design stages of equipment development. This mesas that maximum of
coordination and interplay mxat be established early between those offices
responsible for research &n& development, production, maintenance, pro-
visioning, flnd supply, in order that the requirements of each can be
recognised end incorporated into the larger framework of the total
resource requirements of the system.
In this chapter we exaialne the procedures that provide the
Information end coordination necessary for later sxacution of the pro-
visioning and supply actions. For sake of ident li'loation this overall
sot of procedures is termed "'support planning. ** However, plann.
aotually carries over into the execution of and item procurement and
provisioning, and conversely certain portions of execution (procurement
of high-cost or long lead-tiwa itoas) may begin even before the procedures
covered in this chapter have been accociyliah-.
The principal vehicles presently used >vide the background
and coordination neoessary for ti&ely and effective support of new end




the Letter or Adoption and Initiation of iroeurement (LAP), the Jupport
Concept (CC), t -viaionin^ ^uidunoa 3MM ALeet , and tht> Procure-
ment itrfc Crder . £ach of those sill be esaminou Ml d^tiraine haw
it its presently utilised to support tho introduction or a new Item of
e juipment, and the entire process will then he evaluated in Chapter V
to doter&ine wherein the procedures could he simplified or executed in
a more timely manner.
Item i-ansgement Plan (1
The Item i&nageaent Plan (I:4P) is a record of ell key actions
that must be completed prior to introduction of the new item of equipment
into service. As such it is the basic source of management informs tioa
within Headquarters I&srine Corps for scheduling and evaluating progress
in providing the required support for the new equipment.** Progress is
Indicated by means of the "milestone" technique*-i.e., each significant
action is recorded as I nilestone, and dates for scheduled completion,
review, and revised scheduled oomplotio.. lotted opposite the action
indicated. By means of this procedure an immediate analysis is available
at all times of the current status of each significant element of each
program. A blank H&> form is shewn as figure &,
Responsibility
fha basic responsibility for initiating action to prepare an Item
Management Plan Is to the Assistant Chief f, Q>~k»
K\\S, Marine Corps, Responsibility, Coordination and Haview of All
Actions Required to Support I%w It-^ma o* Ac^uipi^nt Introduced into th~
Marino Corpi
















































































































'Subordinate res->on*ibilit.ias nw assi»nyd as follows: ^
1. d-4 DlvlaJ
r. Preparation of the 3 « oaoh no* ayntoa. or equipment.
b. 'Joor3ir.ntion -with other internal TToedquartors fcterine
inits to dotamine the specific •laments to bo charted and reported.
c. Ifaintainin^ the XMP for regular and periodic presenta-
tion to tho ".snistant Cnief of Rfl ff t l-A rnd other staff members to
indicate np-to-data status of rapresantative programs.
2 » Supply Department
a. Assisting tho <5~4 Division in initial preparation of
the IMP by salecting reporting elements and determining tho tine element
required to oompleto tho action.
b. Developing Lis*? V*$ to support ^rine IMPr? and
establishing nacassnry reporting system to provide for updati
c. Provide necessary liaison with the Merino Corps Supply
Aotivity, Fhilndelnhia to insure that nations pacified in M T Vi? ?re
eompl^tod on tine.
3. other Divisions and r-teff rvrssnizations .— As required by
the 0--4 Division, assist in the development of the I?*P reporting elements
for a specific ^ro^ram, and develop and Maintain subsidiary IVPs to insure
responsive action to comply with tho objectives of tho pvlsjt I'P.
Preparation Procedures
The Item Management Plan is prepared to record and indicate the
status of aotion from the data an equipment is being considered for use
until it ia eventually placed in service. Actual preparation is the
responsibility of the 0-4 Division, «»hioh normally call3 a meeting of the
^Ibid.
, p. 1 to ?;nclosure (2).
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various staff sections concerned to select the appropriate milestones.
5
These are then assigned* to the cognizant staff office for completion of
the time schedule, and for monitoring the progress of the oction.
Milestones selected should represent key point in the equipment
development process, and are significant in that failure to accomplish
the indicated action on tlaa may have an adverse effect on the t irmly
introduction of tho equipment. Some of th oints normally
reported include development or completion of the military and operational
requirements, deslsn :;tucy, oxperImental model, test and evaluation
process, letter of adoption, contract r tions, delivery of the end
item, provisioning, and release of the advanced ics data," An




ere significant management steps sa seen t the Assistant Chief of Staff,
0-4 level, it is noxwl for the respective staff section to prepare a
subsidiary IMP and Include the lesser milestones therein for it's own use.
Reporting and Updating
The Item IfcBagestent Plan becomes an effective tool of management
when the milestone actions have been determined, responsibility for com-
pleting the actions have been aa; (anc aocept9d), anc' the tiaie
schedule for -jach action lias boen teO\ It remains an
effective tool only if tha progress l orded in such manner that it
Is at all tines currant and reflects liocurotoly the statun of all facets
of the project.
No specific procedures for -athering status data are prescribed.
Instead the responsible branch in the 0-4 Division performs the necessary
Ib id. t p. i fee Enclosure (2,).
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liaison with the action offices indicated in the "responsibilities"
blocks of the IMP to obtain data necessary to update the plan*
Sash IMP is updated as events are completed or rescheduled. For
all actions that are rescheduled, the reasons are indicated and an analysis
made of the subsequent effect this delay will have on the program. For
those actions yet to be completed at any time, a forecast is maintained
as to the probability of meeting the deadline, and the anticipated impli-
cations if this outlook is Tjoor.^ By maintaining the IMP in this way, a
review at any time indicates the overall status of th* project, and
additionally ninpointe those areas where added attention is indicated.
Test and Evaluation Process
One of the action milestones of any equipment program is the test
and evaluation process, which often takes up a major portion of the time
frame from Definition to delivery.
Initial test and evaluation of most new equipments is performed
at the Marine Corps Landing Force Development Activity, ^uantioo. It
begins with the procurement of one or several pilot models from firms
which responded by submitting proposed designs based on characteristics
outlined in the Technical Development Plan (TDP). These pilot models are
tested to determine how well they satisfy the military and operational
requirements specified for the equipment. From this initial testing is
developed an advanced model vshioh may be a modification of one of the
prototypes or a now generation equipment ^hieh incorporates the better
features of several pilot models.
7Ibld
., pp. 2-3.
^Interview with ttr, D. I. Bonner, Supply Department, OW, various
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In keeping frith the concept of Maintenance Engineering, the basic
design finally arrived at must be one combining maximum operational capa-
bility and a minimum of maintenance requirements. To determine the amount
of maintenance support required, and fully to evaluate the op^rabillty
and maintainability of the design, Bach equipment ia tested and refined
until it appears that it completely satisfies the requirements indicated.
At this point the equipment ia sent to the Fleet feiarine Force for further
testing under actual operating conditions. Throughout both test stages
a complete record is compiled of each part or component which fails, and
an evaluation is made of the probable reason for failure—e.g., age,
defective design, unusual stress, or Intentional overloading. These data
become a vital factor in the provisioning process, and will show up re-
peatedly in the process of determining adequate support for the new equip-
ment.
Letter of Adoption and Initiation of
Procurement (LAP)
The Letter of Adoption and Initiation of Procurement (LAP) Is a
time-phased, four-part document desi nod to augment the Item Management
Plan (IMP) by providing for the timely dissemination of information at key
stages of development from Planning to Introduction. 9 By this time se-
quence of presentation, the necessary information &n& authorization to
support planning and execution of procurement ia provided as soon as the
data becomes available.
Part 1 of the LAP (Planning Phase) indicates the nomenclature of
the item, the ty^e of funding to be utiliv.ed, the estlneted unit cost,
ni.3» Marina Corps, Procedure for Adopt ion and Initiation of
Procurement of ^quionent
^




planned allowances, anticipated replacement factors, and a brief descrip-
tion of itr intended U3e and characteristics. This description should
include physical and Operational (but not technical) characteristics. 10
Part 2 (Budgeting Phase) presents the planned procurement and
phase-in schedule, life expectancy, maintenance factors, anticipated
or ' nlaatlnnal changes, estimated date of approval for service use, and
any changes to tbe date disseminated in Part 1. Included under the head-
ing "Maintenance factors" is a complete list of parts usage during both
the Development Activity and troop test programs, the probeble reasons
for each failure, any special tools and test equipment required, and the
train* n<* levels required of personnel to operate and service the equipment.
Part 3 (Procurement Phased i3 prepared when the equipment has
undergone sufficient testing an<? operational evaluation, and is considered
suitable for Marine Corps use. This evaluation must be performed on a
model which is "functionally and physically equivalent to a final produc-
tion model,*4 and will insure that the model adequately meets the technical,
operational, reliability, maintenance, and personnel requirements specified
under actual service conditions.*1 *?hen this has been accomplished,
Part 3 i» issued. This states that tbe equipment has been adopted for
Marine Corps use, and it nrosent? the nomfnoliture, model number, common
name, and physical dimensions of the equipment, and any changes to Parts 1
and 2.
Part U (Allowance Documentation) is released when the and item is
ready for issue to the usin* units. It prescribes those units authorized
the equipment and the quantity rated by each, and is the authorisation
III. ., — . I. ... M ill I.I ».. !, , I I ,..... I. ,.» .1 I. . II I I II I- »
1QIbid.
,






for Inclusion of this inf orraatlon into the appropriate Table of AllOTnnoes
or Table of Equipment
,
Responsibility
Overall responsibility for issuing the LAP rests with the Assistant
Chief of Staff, 0-4 who is likewise responsible for apr>rovin* Items of
equipment for Marine Corps use. 12 In furtherance of this resnonaibillty,
the 0-4 Division Technical Branch having development cognizance over the
equipment will be responsible for initiating Parts 1 throu*$h 4 of the
adoption letter, and for insuring compliance and completion of the re-
quired actions. Specifically, these actions Include insuring: 1 -*
1. that no new equipment or system (or significantly redesigned
equipmant) Is approved for Marine Corps use until the equipment has been
properly tested, designed and engineered for production;
2. that an operational evaluation (service tost or troop test)
Is conducted prior to approval for service use on all new equipment}
3. that models of such desiftn and configuration as to be
functionally and physically equivalent to a final production model be
used to determine the ability of the equipment to nest the technical per-
formance requirements, the ability of the equipment to meet the operational
performanos requirements in a service environment, the serviceability and
maintainability of the equipment, the adequacy of documentation to support
competition for production, end the reliability of the equipment; and
4. that the pilot produced equipment adequately meets the
technical, operational, reliability, maintenance, and personnel require-








In view of the complexity of the actions upon which the LAP is
based, their completion cannot be accomplished within the 0-4 Division.
Instead it requires the coord in&ted efforts of ft-4 Division, the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Research, Development and Stadias, the Landing Force
Development Activity, and the Supply Department.*^ This interaction and
coordinated effort vsill be seen repeatedly throughout the process of
introducing a new equipment and prov for its support.
The Support Concept^
The Support Concept (3C) Is a planning document issued by the
Supply Department for each new item of equipment which is of major logis-
tical significance. It enlarges upon the planning information contained
in the LAP, defining in detail how it is planned to support the new equip-
ment with respect to planned maintenance, provisioning and supply, and
personnel logistic support. Its purpose is to provide detailed guidance
for the implementation of integrated logistic support for each new equip-
ment.
The Support Concept is issued in two parts. Part 1 is designed
to supplement the inforation contained in Part 1 of the LAP, and serves
to support planning and implementation of required initial procurement
actions, especially thone with long lead-time or hi<$h cost support items.
Part 2 is designed to supplement the information contained in Parts 2 and
3 of the LAP, and serves to support in a general wey the planning and





Support of Hew ^ouipjaents
,
Draft SB5 WOO, July 15, 1965, Chapter 33
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Tho Tech; :ivl:-lon of the ' : Department is responsible
for the preparation of all Support Concents. Soordixntion «ith other
Headquarters activities Is effected as rsry to onrmre that till appro-
priate logistlo support requirements are provided for, *nd with the Marine
Corp3 Supply Activity, Philadelphia prior to -mblicstion.
Preparation
A Support Concept is prepared for each new Item of equipment,
except In those cases of extreme simplicity which clenrly indicate that
c formal concept is not needed. The complete 3upport Oonoe^t consists of
Parte 1 and 2 explained above, and the .Support Concept Hester Schedule.
Pert 1 is prepared when the itara first appoars in the Marine Corps MfM
Document. Part 2 is issued when the item has undergone sufficient testing
and has been approved for Marine Corps use; however, it oould be prepared
in the early stages of development. The Master Schedule is a supporting
document to the Item Management Plan, and is prepared at that time.
Provisioning Guidance Data Sheet1?
The Provisioning Guidance Data Sheet (POD) is prepared for each
item on the Marine Corpo Shopping List for which initial or follow-on
provisioning is required. It Is tho authoritative document furnished to
the Marine Corps Supply Activity, Philadelphia for guidance on the pro-
visioning of new items. It provides information relative to planned allow-
ances of the end item, Planned operational readiness date, ohase-ln schedule,
III. - III II „ l .. I.- . M l . .11 .,.«« ..I. . I ...... . ..H -.. '.I .1- .1 .1.11111 I I » I . I II I
^Interview with Ffr. D. L. Bonner, Supply Department, HQVC,
various dates.
^'U. 3. Marine Corps, Policy, Guidance • n Procedures for the
Support of Hew Equipment
a
,
Draft MOO IV+//)0, July 15, 1965, Chanter 34.
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and aaintenanoe/ovfcrii ui factors. The POD along with the Support Concepfc
forms the basic guidance for the pryvi ioning decisions relating to range
and quantity of support IMM needed.
Responsibility
The Supply Department i« responsible for the preparation of the
rovlaloning Guidance Data Sheet , which is issued in two parts. The Stock
Management Division begins preparation on Part 1 as soon as the end item
appears in the Marina Corp3 rrograa Document. When the itam is listed in
the Chopping List, this part is completed and a copy of Fart 1 is forwarded
to the Marina Corps Supply .Activity, Philadelphia. Fart 2 is prepared by
tha Technical ,ivlsion upon receipt of the * roouremant fftrk Order (P.,0)
,
end it is appended to the F*9 along wit i.
Procurement tfork Order
The Proouremea* Work Order (H'O) is a document for deteiling the
applicable funding, cod in % perfornflnce, and delivery data required for
the documentation and implement© tlon of all end item procurements origina-
ting at Headquarters Murine Corps. ..'hum completed and accompanied by the
required supporting documents, it serves as the vehicle for implementing
required notion for provisioninc ttl thu initial issue of logistic support
Items. 115
ifosponsibilltjr
Preparation of the Procurement tfork Order is the responsibility
of the Hunply Department, and it is effected by the coordinated effort of




Financial Management Division which supplies funding data pertinent to
the end item being procured ?md the support itoraa. "ook Management
Division then examines the requirements to determine what Items ere
available within the Department of Defense supply systems. Finally, the
Technical Tlvlnslon prepares and attaches to the PWQ the necessary .mpport-
ing documents—Part 2 of the Provisioning Guidance Data Sheet, and the
Technical Requirements Addendum. Tha Technical Hequirenento Addendum
provides details relative to specifications, preservation and paCKS^ing
of the end Item, requirements for provisioning documentation, apec
tools and test equipment, and personnel tr^inin,';^
When the support! m—nta tefl IMNH prepared and appended to
the PffO, it ^ortT^ys oil necessary details for effecting procurement of
the end Item and f -ivlelonlng. In effect it is a procurement package,
and under this name it is forwrded to tha contracting officer to assist
him in contreot preparation. The contract, which marks the start of the
Procurement Phase of the life cycle, triggers tha sequence of events by
which ".roviaioninfl: is noco&plishsd. This sequence Is the subject of the
next chapter.




DECISION TO DELIVERY — A LOW* IIARD ROAD
The process by which a system or equipment evolves from the
Conceptual Phase of the life cycle to the point where it is approved for
Marine Corps use is a slow one, as seen in Chapter III. Yet when this
approval is given, tho entire process of procuring the equipment and
r/roviflionin 1; for its support still lies ahead. These efforts takp
only about one third of the four to six fmHH inherent in most equiom^nt
projects, 1 but many of the critical decisions and oroblem area* are en-
countered in this realm, any on© of v;hlcb could result ia failure to
achieve the target date for introduction of tho new e^uinment.
In this chapter we will examine the complex of procedures that
starts at the acceptance o" the end item design and carries through to
the delivery of that end itam with its required supoort. In a brood
sense these procedures can be categorized into pre-provisionin," actions,
the provisioning process, and the initial Isn't process. It is in this
context that we will examine the procedures involved.
Pre-Provi*ionlng Actions
Initiation of Snd Iten Procurement
Procurement of the equipment begins with the issuance of Part 3
^Presentation by T.'r. D. L. Bonner, Inventory Managemont Officer,
Technical Division, Supply Department, HQjWO, to the Marine Cor^s Command




of the LAP, and may take one of several forma depend ing on the category
of the equipment. For example, it joy be in a category of items (e.g.,
cargo hnndlin'-r equipment) which is Defense Supply Agency procured, it may
be In a category of items (e.g., "utonotiva equipment) for v.hich the
Ifarlne Corps has obtained a cross-servicing agreement for procurement, or
it mey be an item which will be procured by the Marine Corns. In en -
instance it is the individual actions rath..r than the over 11 procedure
which will vary, so for the sake of simplicity I shall concentrate on
those procedures utilized for items procured by the Marine Corps, be; ring
in mind that specific actions may vary under certain conditions.
For Marine Corps procured items the 3upply Department, Headquarters
Marine Corps will invite bids from orosoectlvs contractors, evaluate oa.ch
bid on the basis of a technical and coat appraisal of the ;>roT>ossl, and
award the contract to the aarty who can best neet the Marine Corps require-
ments on this basis. Incorporated into each contract is a statement of
the initial provisioning requirements, which provides information concern-
ing required documentation, specifications, and the initial conference.
Pre-Provi cloning Conference
The J'arine Corps Supply Activity, Philadelphia (MC3A) requires •
pre-->roviatoning conference to be held within twenty days after c >ntraot
award for purposes of contractor indoctrination, and to facilitate timely
preparation of accurate and timely tochnical documentation.^ This confer-
ence, held at the Sapply vtivity or a location designated by the contractor,
covers the type and quantity of docurwmtation required, and determines a
T r i i in i i r r - it "i n 11 i i - 1 r - r rr i - r - -r - — ~ ' - ~— — - •—
U.S. Marine Cor rino Corpgt i 'rovi at oning Procedures and Tech-
nical Documentation Requirements, ^IL-'.'-l" ") , i '?tober 1, 19ol , p. 9 .
a : lo
• • •
schedule for oomplation of the major provisioning actions. It is att^n'led
by the contractor tenia, and provisionars from the Supply Nativity.
The establishment of a uniform provisioning rtorformence schedule
for each com- odity area is one of the objectives outlined in the Depart-
mont of Defense provisioning oolicy diroctivo, yet to develop a standard
schedule which will apply to oil provisioning evolutions is impossible.
Approaching this ideal, we have a skeleton performance schedule (Figure 3)
utilized by the Supply Activity which indicates the typical times required
for each mejor action. 'Phis is modified at ti I -provisioning conferej'ce
to take into account any special conditions wnioh apply to tha particular
situation. Thus in effect we have a uniform schedule which is tailored
as needed.
Provisioning Technical Documentation
Documentation is the other major area covered at the pre-orovisioning
oonferenee. By provisioning technical documentation is meant:
that documentation fur: ished by contractors to a De^art'ient of
Defense activity which is used by the activity for the identifica-
tion, determination of initial r- cataloglag, and con-
tractual forma lias ti an of items to be orocurad through the
provisioning process.*
As it is used in the Marine Corps, doour on refers to, but is not
limited to, Provisioning Lists, Lng lead Items List, Vendor Items Oards,
riced Repair Parts Orders, Feder-.l Item Identifications, supporting draw-
ings, illustrations, aal changes thereto required in connection with
\.
.
, apartment of Defense, Policy and Principles 3ov jrnlng
Provisioning of r,nd Items of Material , DOD Instruction $232*4, April 2,
i6, p. 3.
*U«S* a Department of Defense, Uniform Technical Documentation for
Uac in Provisioning of Lnti Iter,. '. teterial , 5 (D Instruction 4151.?,












ME PROVISIONING CONFIDENCE HELD








RECEIPT OF COMPLETE PROVISIONING DOCUMENTATION
OR FINAL INCREMENT. ( 3.2.4 )
ACCEPTANCE OF COMPLETE PROVISIONING
DOCUMENTATION OR FINAL INCREMENT. (3.2.4)
PROVISIONING CONFERENCE HELD
CONTRACTOR FURNISHES MARKED UP PRELIMINARY ILLUSTRATIONS
(IF NOT FURNISHED CONCURRENTLY WITH Pl)(3.7 )
CONTRACTOR FURNISHES ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION IEOUIIEMENTS
MADE KNOWN AT THE PROVISIONING CONFERENCE. (3.7.3)
CONTRACTOR ADVISED OF APPROVAL OR DISAPPROVAL Of
PRELIMINARY ILLUSTRATIONS.
REPAIR PARTS ORDER FORWARDED TO CONTRACTING OFFICER
ITEM IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS CONFIRMED IN WRITING IY MCSA
(3.8 AND 3.6.2.5 RESPECTIVELY)
FINAL ITEM IDENTIFICATIONS FROM CONTRACTOR.
FINAL ILLUSTRATIONS FROM CONTRACTOR.
FINAL FEDERAL STOCK NUMIERS TO CONTRACTOR ( 3.6.2.7)
RPL CUT OFF DATE (3.11 )
PRICED REPAIR PARTS ORDER TO MCSA (3.4.5)
RPl'S FORWARDED TO CONTRACTOR FOR SHIPMENT
WITH THF FNP ITfM I ir hiuuikcb)
DELIVERY OF FIRST END ITEM





Fig. 3.—Skeleton Provisioning Performance Schedule





The submission of technical documentation is a crucial point in
the provisioning process, because the process begins with the receipt of
adequate acceptable documentation by the Supply Activity. Recognising
this vital area, the Marine Cores nukes the of contractor orienta-
tion with respect to data preparation subject of concentrated attention,
commencing at the pre-nrovisionln?; conference and continuing through the
provisioning.: process by direct assistance as needed.
Of the documents mentioned in the above description, the Provision-
ing List has by far the widest uso and application. It lists all components,
assemblies, subassemblies, and party of the end item and supporting equip-
ment , end shows their relationship to the end item. It also provides much
of the information upon which the range and quantity decisions are based.
In effect, it is the "program" which shows all the players on all teams,
and the vital characteristics of each—production lead tito, shelf life,
recommended overhaul and replacement factors, proposed unit price, and the
quantity per end item. These and many other items are needed before deter-
mination of the range and quentity of items needed can be made. When the
Provisioning List and all other documentation has been received, the Supply
Activity notifies the contractor within ten days of either aocentnnee of
the package or to the extent that documentation is inadequate. Once all
documentation is found adequate, the date for the provi cloning conference
will be determined, thus comencing provisioning.
-'U.S. Mtrlni -"s i-rovi'sionin" Procedures h.










Th? conference v hich initiates provisioning is in many respects
l culmination of oil procedures previously discussed, for it is her©
that the products of these procedures ere considered in concert for the
purpose of determining what items are required to support the equipment
for an initial period. Policy, the Support Concept, t«s* end m Ion
findings, the contractor's recommendation
, nio>>l documentation, a
pre-production nodel of the end item—all *re considered in this delicate
yet complex effort which signifies the provisioning conference.
The QontractorVs Responsibilities?
Unless otherwise specified in the contract, the contractor Hill
brinff to the conference (in addition to a team of qualified personnel)
a complete set of drawings, nnd either an opereble end item, a sample of
each part, or both (as agreed at the rre-provis*ioning conference) . He
should be prepared to substantiate his recommended 3pare parte list, and
should point out to the provisioners those components, assemblies or sub-
assemblies, which require special tools, so that they c»n determine
whether to ^revision tho tools and parte or the assemblies.
j.larino Corps 3u ;ply Activity Res on3ibilitiea^
The Supply Activity will likewise brin» to tha conference a team
of qualified reprosentntives (t ciilists and su p ol;r personnel)
who will establish source, maintenance and recoverability (3HR) codin",
tentative spore parts requirements, and item identification raquiremonts.
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required to support the end Item tshich the contrector had not recommended,
so that he can prepare necessary documentation.
SMR Coding
3BR coding la the process of sssi source, maintenance, and
recoverability codes to each item of supply which indicates the source of
supply for th*»t item, its aaiatanance implications, Lif racovortibllity
status. The obj actives of J&R oodin control the range of parts
required to support a new equipment for an initial period of service, and
to expedite the maintenance and repair of I >nt by providing maintenance
and supply personnel with the information they must have to perform their
tasks. ° Although presently performed at the provisioning conference, this
evolution could be performed ^rinr to the conference or even in connection
with the test and evaluation process, if coo d v?itf ivity
personnel.
Determining Kange and ..uantity of Items
This task represents the h*sart of the provisioning process and
thus is the focal point of the conference. In preparation for this effort,
the contractor submits projected ovorhaul and replacement rates for each
part of the end item, and a recommended parts list. The provl si oners,
guided by experience will similar items and the results of the test and
evaluation process, will consider the date presented by the contractor and
other factors to date. hich items should be provisioned. Among the
"other factors" considered are the availability of the item from casffiereial
sources, the number of end itoms bain- procured, the failure rato of the
J# • '"' ' nt 0l* ^fen89 i 3oare» t Male ;?et- ~;v-ar-
ability Codes , DOS Instruction 3232.5, Novsaber 27, 195»i »•*•

UItem, and the essentiality of the part to the and item. 10
The quantity of each to be procured must b* sufficient to provide
for anticipated needs durin;$ the period of initial servic Lie sufficient
usage data la beln,^ compiled. 3ince the usage data accumulation period Is
normally one year, the quantity of Items to be nroourad must satisfy the
requirements for initial issue of part* with the equipment, automatic re-
supply levels for combat, and a one-year system stoek level.
Provisioning Gcreenlnq;
Once the range and quantity of spare part? hris been determined,
the Supply Activity applies provisioning screening to all items bain'? con-
sidered for procurement. This Is:
an operation within tho provisioning nrocess vheraby manufacturer*
s
part numbers are screened against data maintained in the mater
Federal Catalog Data Files for r>urnoses of reve their association
with, and validation of, exir.tin 1:: I'eder-'-.l stock numbers,
^
Its purpose is to assist in limiting the entry of Items into the supply
system to those necessary to support Operational requirements by determining
the availability of assets in long supply snd those which have an agisting
Federal stock number (FSN). In affect it is desired to prevent like items
bein£ carried In the supoly system under more than one sad tha procure-
ment of additional quantities of ;hich are already In Ion,?; sunply in
the Defense supply systems.
Procurement of Support Items
Procurement of support items is similar to end Item procuromest in
that there are several courses of aotion to be taken depending: on the nature
•^J.J. Marino Jorou, .:• alley, : ' "1. .;• ?.-:: a- i're-c;: 'or the Support
of Lew .:quiomenta , Draft BOO I'UQO, July 15, 1965, n. U—
.
. . Marine Corps. Provisioning Screening , MOO 4423.15,
December H, 1965, p. H

of the Items. For items which are to be retained under '
management coding, the Supply Activity initiates procurement action for
those currently in the supply oyster., ; sends in to
Headquarters Serine Corps which initinto- notion with the end
item contractor for those not currently 1: Ljr under previous contracts.
For items which are presently lifts iwnmiimt coded to the Defense
Supply Agency (D3A) or ire bai 'ed for itfta BHPffftlt coding to
A, the Supply Activity prepares ft ort Request 1149)
by which D~A is requested to ; »* Under this
arrangement
,
funds are used for t and ere reimbursed at
the time of issue to the Marina Oftrpf by I ,requisition,
Provision tecord
The Provisioning Requir Is a system used by tho Supply
Activity to ree Bfialfta octroi data for repair
parts and special tools required tc of eq* b for an
initial period. uiraments are fed into the computer throughout the
t the ran^e an.i : ity of items is bain? determined; however,
as far as possible nil requirements should be inserted ei??ht months prior
to the projected ready-for-issue date. ^ that point, ond monthly there-
after, supportability tests sre conducted so that deficiencies can be
identified Mi immediate follow-up action t to insure availability of
mat when required. 1^ fkftft the pro I khftt all required
support is available v;ithin the ti system, initial I can commence.
**tf, »rin© Corps, l rovlslon lnp; Procedures Manual , M ' '.A23. 8,








The Initial Issue Process
An initial issue provides garrison operating (peaoetine) , mount
-
out (vmrtirae), and mount-out UMPMtat&ttl stocks of repair parts and
special tools to Fleet Marine Force us in,": and service units in the ranise
an<? quantity necessary to support a new equipment for a specified period
of time under both peacetime and wartime conditions,
^
The quantity of items to be provided as initial issue is determined
by the predicted consumption within the time level (in terms of days) of
stock authorized the particular unit, predicted consumption should be that
reasonably anticipated within the number of days for which stockage is
authorized, and should not include safety elements to provide one hundred
per cent asaurjjnoe against contingencies and "stock outs. wl°
Computing Initial Allowances
Proscribed 3toekage levels for each organization are computed as
predicted consumption, based on the number of end items supported by the
organization within the number of days for vrhioh stockade is authorized.
In computing garrison operating and mount-out stock, stock levels are
determined by multiplying the replacement factor (failure rate) by the
quantity used per end item, times the number of end items supported by the
organization, times the authorized day level of atoekage expressed in
months, divided by twelve (ainco replacement factor expressed in terms
of failures per year ).
15
U.S. Marine Corps, Standing Operating Procedure for Providing an





H00 U23.1C, November 17, 1964, p. 2.
l6Ibid ., p. 3.
17
'U.3. Marine Corps, fflan r i - Operati ng Procedures for Computing
Initial Allowances of Repair Parts for Kew 2nd Items of .; lalpment
,
MCO 4423.10, Hay 4, 1965, p. 2.

The quantity determinations for filial operating, mount -out,
and resupply stocks are expressed separately to facilitate determining
when the necessary quantities are on hand at the Supply Centers to effect
initial issues to authorized organizations, tfhan the required level is
achieved, Headquarters Marine Corps directs the Supply Activity to release
the initial issue decks and listings (explained below).
Marine Corps Supply Activity Procedures
From the data stored in the Provisioning Requirements Record, the
Supply Activity prepares single line item requisition cards and tailored
listings for eaoh usin^ and service unit authorized an initial issue,
ffhen directed by Headquarters Marine Corps, the initial issue cards and
listings are distributed to the supply centers, the units authorized the
issue, and to the Fleet NirlM Force commander. 1^
The initial issue cards es distributed by the Supply Activity do
not constitute valid requisitions because they do not oontain job order
numbers (JONs) by which authority is *iven to expend funds against a
specific appropriation. Since Marine Corps fiscal oolicy nrovides that
the commander be alloted all the funds necessary to support his unit, 1?
the monies to fund the initial issue are held by the using and service
units receiving the issue. It therefore remains for the unit commanders
to provide JONs to validate the initial issue requisitions held by the
sunply centers.
-to
x U.S. Marine Corps, Standing Operating Frocedure for Providing
an Initial Issue of Repair pnrtn fo - New Items of Marino Corps Dmipmont
,
MC"> U23.1C, November 17, 1964, pp. 3-4-
1
'Letter from Colonel Bruce Hammond, U3MC, Director, Materiel
Division, Jwarine Corps Supply Center, Albany, Georgia, Maroh 1, 1966.
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Uoon receipt of the initial Issue cards and listings, the unit
assigns document numbers end JGBs to all cards, and within five dsys
forwards this information by message to the appropriate supnly center,
to initiate processing the requisitions. Currently, it is taking about
t-n days to receive JONs from ail units supplied by B&rstow, 2 *' whereas
for east coast units the time lag in J or submission runs from two weeks
22
to one month. v/hen the necessary data is received from all units, the
Supply Center processes the requisitions through inventory.
Shipment of the and items and the support items has been modified
several times since the initial issu^ process was incorporated. Until
recently, the support items were sent in several shipments timed to arrive
at the proxii'iate delivery time of the -and items. The most recent procedure
calls for simultaneous shipment of the and items and the support items as
a package, -* a move designed to insure that the unit has available all the
required support when it receives the end item. These changes, rand further
modifications yet to be incorporated, are the focal point of the next
chapter.
20
U.S. Marine Corps, Standing Opera
t
jj . - Procedure for Providing an
Initial Issue of Repair parts for Hew Items of "'-'rlne Corps r. 'mipmont
,
MOO U23.1C, November 17, 196/,, p. T.
21
Letter from Commanding General, (B820) , Marine Corps Supply
Center, Sarstow, California, March 4, 1966.
22
Letter from Colonel Bruce Hamnond, !• irector, Materiel
Division, Merine Corps Supply Center, Albany, Otalgia, March 1, 1966.
^B«S« Marine Corps, f>tapdin^ Operating Procedure for Providing an




.ic", November 17, 196/,, n. 7-

CEAFT2R V
TOWARD MORS *mCTIv*B SPARS PARTS SUPPORT
A 1x30 k Behind
Compared with the long and illustrious history of the Marine Corps,
the present systen of providing spare parts support for new end item3 is
of fairly recent origin. As late as 195#, there was no precise method
for providing an initial issue of spare parts to the usin? unit. 2. In-
stead the spares were placed in the supply system to be requisitioned by
the using units bn3ed on guidance furnished in connection with the and
item. In late 1953 a standard operating procedure was promulgated. This
provided for more-or-less automatic initial issue of spare parts. The
first itsm to be processed under these procedures w*s the M103A1 t*mk,
introduced in 1959. 2
Since that tine numerous changes have bean made to improve the
basic process, generally as a result of significant deficiencies noted at
one time or another. For example, in July 196A, it was found that thirty-
five end items were in the hands of the user but could not be plseed in
service because of Inadequate spare parts support either in the supply
system or in the hands of the uain*; units. A review of the existing
*W. R. Johnson, Wajor, U^C, Initial Issue of Repair Part s to Fleet
Marine Force Units
,
(an individual r ;h project conducted while a student
at the Marine dorps Command ant' f College, February 4, 1965), p. B-l.
^Letter from Colonel Bruce Hammond, SBHO, Director, laateriel Division
Marine Corps "u- ply Cent , ;/, Stoozgis, March 1, 1966.




methods disclosed that in many eases whore the required 'M^port was not
forthcoming, adequate corrective action oould have been tnjken had the
problem area been identified earlier. result, procedures wore
initiated to ensure a closer appraisal of the nrogress in obtaining the
required items in the supply system and gffrttmg them to the uaiiur. unit,?.
Another deficiency which occurred from time to time we i the result
of spare parts arriving at the usinr ut its considerably in advance of the
end item, so that when the end item wa3 delivered, some of the support
items had either been used or had been misplaced.'* To prevent both this
and the previous condition, a recent change to the initial i rocess
provides that spare parts unC, toolt vill be shipped together with the end
item insofar as practical, to ensure taneous delivery of the end item
and the support items,
5
A change in the tiding of introducing a new end item was effected
about a year ago when the policy concerning support levels was changed.
Prior to that ti.Tse complete image ems' quantity of mount-out (combat), and
garrison operating (peaceti/ro) stocks had to be in the hands of the using
units before an equipment oould be placed in service. Now it is required
only that mount-out stocks be on hand at the full level authorised, and
that garrison operating stocks held be "adequate" for sustained operations."
In effect this eliminated the withholding of an item from service when the
support deficiencies were peacetime rather than combat-essential items.
^Interview with Mr. J, H. Flynn, Jr., 0—4 Division, H'iiMC, various
dates.
^U.3. Marine Corps, 'tar^in •• Operating Procedure for Providing an
Initial Issue of Repair Parts for Pev Items of Marine Oorps 'Equipment
,
MOO 4423.1C, November 1?, 1964, Ch-rge 3.
. Marina Corps, olicy for .Support of Hoy Equipments Introduced
into the Marine Corps , MOO 440Q.32A, Haroh 11, 1965, p. 3-
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Introducing a new equipment or ?y -torn is different today than it
was less than ten yours a^o. Many noteworthy i;;rprovomont3 have been made,
primarily in tho area of initi ues. ' t, | la MJ irtW, it is
almost certain that there will be RBBf forth** improvements made in the
years ahead in response to sane of the deficiencies still remaining in
tho system today.
Today's Problems
There is no dearth of evidence thut the system discussed in
Chapters III and 17 f*>ils at times to achieve tho primary objective of
provisioning;—i.e., providing th-> necessary support items where and when
needed. An example of this is the new multi-fuel five ton wrecker
(M5A3A2) which is available now at the Supply Centers, yet the required
quantities of support items probably will not be available in the Mpf
system for another three months." Personnel involved in the end item
selection and the provisioning processes have differing views as to why
this situation has occurred, both of i«?hich are probably correct to a degree.
Of more importance, however, is what con be dona to improve the provisioning
aspects of the system.
The Marine Oorpa Supply Activity, I ?lphia nublishes a monthly
Provisioning Perform? nee Report v^hich includes a section titled ifioant
Sventa and Problems." For the month of February, 1966, forty-six projects
fell in this category (althwh fifteen of these were due to upgraded
priorities of other projects); a year earlier thirty irojeots were listed
in this section.
The reasons for the individual projects b- istad ore many and




varied. To be sure, a few onuses account for many of ths problems, but
beyond this the reasons are as many es the projects identified. Currently
many of the problems are o direct result of the Vietnam situation, in that
o rtsin projects have been set aside to ello?~ :noro expeditious processing
of upcraded projects. Fifteen projects were problems because of this con-
dition in the current report (February). Slirdnatin? these we con see the
more-normal problem areas: awaiting documentation, lack of support status
data, awaiting stock numbers, awaiting allocation data and updated guidance,
and many others.
In view of the multitude of causes for delays in provisioning and
initial issue, it appears that no simple course can be charted which will
guarantee the timely delivery of needed support items. This view is held
by one of the provisioning authorities at the Supply Activity:
It is the opinion of the undersig&ed based on many years of
experience in directing Provisioning operations for the Sferin© Corps
that there is no single universal technique that will permit the
successful accomplishment of timely concurrent delivery. Kany inter-
acting facets often tend to preclude an orderly accomplishment of
the Provisioning process which from the outset could not be detected.
A report concerning methods to ensure timely concurrent delivery of spare
parts and tools in the Marine Corns shares this view by stating that M lt is
a basic tenet that there is no universal technique that will assure concur-
rent delivery. "^
While the above views disclaim the possibility of a single technique
which will fulfill the provisioning objective, they clearly do not rule out
the possibility that a body of techniques can accomplish this ^oal. In fact
*Ufete* f»a . » Rfter« Deputy Director, Provisioning
Division, Marine Corps Supply Activity, Philadelphia, March 16, 1966.
National security Industrial Association 3ubC0awriH— , Practice 1
Methods of Insuring Concurrancy of Parts Delivery , 3 study of alternative
methods to insure concurrent delivery of spar ine Corps equip-





the present system does just fctet—1« a degree. It r*ever be improved,
in the reminder of this chapter possible iaprovemc-nts will be charted
in two areas: first, changes to tho present vide earlier oro-
visioning and initial issue actions; second, a subst <d jysten
of introducing a new end item j wore tiT.ely spare parts
support and better provi^lonin daci I
The 3hor< 'vpproach
:ier I rovl slotting Action
The sample Provisioning Performance Schedule discussed in Chapter 17
provides an average of 205 days between ths receipt of complete technical
documentation vnd I -livory of the first end item, with determination of
the range and quantity of items being made in the first sixty days of this
! i i period. This leaves normally less than five months for the contractor
to produce or buy lie uesirod spare parts if concurrent delivery is to be
If there is a delay in the receipt or approval of the documenta-
tion, this time frame is compressed accordingly since production of the end
items will proceed as planned. The end result can well be late delivery of
the spare parts, especially if the contractor does not receive the Repair
Parts Order until after he has made his last buy of parts for production.
This situation would not be a major problem were it not for tho
frequency of late documentation receipt or occentunce. In the "Significant
Events and Problems" category of tho Pabrunry 1966 Provisioning Performance
~*rt, ten of the thirty-one projects not conne Ith changes in priori-
ties were identified as *mfcit] .tion." In the report for the
month of Jmm , thirteen of the thirty -projects listed were tied to
delays connected with ' s been a faetor
in delaying tho selection of the aupport itama to be procured, and thus the
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delivery of these items. Yet we cannot {under the present system) eliminate
the requirements for documentation, since the provisioning dec! depend
in a Lar#e part on the data contained therein. The alternative ra to
be eerlier preparation of the documentation to permit earlier provisioning
action.
Current end item contracts normally provide for subnission of
••plete documentation within 3lxty days after aoceptanoe of th« pre-
production model. 1® This allows for the documentation to incorporate all
design changes growing out of the service te3t of the pre-production model.
3inoe the pilot models likewise receive considerable tasting unci .ruxlifloa-
tion prior to beinr, declared acceptable for Marine Corps use, the design
changes arising during test of the pre-production model are normally rela-
tively minor. In view of this, documentation based on the pre-production
model as built normally nAU not differ significantly from torn ion
based on the pwprai—tioa nodal as accepted . Thus if documentation -were
prepared from the design of the pre-production r.odol , the prcvlslonlx
process could commence rtevarai month' 1 er than is now the or
-Specifically, I would have d Emitted as soon as pos-
sible after the pr - action model Is delivered, t&4 th-s provisioning
conference held twenty days after aooeytsnee of documentation (as now) to
determine the tentative mag* > * • of spare parts to be od.
A Repair Parts Order for these Items would be submitted to the contractor,
subject to revision as indicated by at ngas made during testing of
the pre-production iuodel. After approval of the prw-production model, a
provisioning review conference could be held to assess the impact of major
design changes growing out of the t© r;ess. This procedure would allow
interview wit . . >ly Pe :C,
ah IB, V)66.

for the Repair Porto Order to 'ie In l ail of the contractor orior to
approval of the pre-production nodal, so that the raqmlrat -^ts
for both spares and for itlos could be la<3 ' od into one order
to the suboontr-'ictors—pro3r,,7^bl ml
•waller order .
Three co; is which may art of fcjM pre-production
modal «?hieh could mitigate Um Vmlttt af IS early parts order are r. nd
minor design changes, ar bar than expected usa»s for certain parts.
Where higher th icipated usage factors are encountered, the provision-
review conference - ' Les of apcta
parts nodded and woul I MM to the contractor i
earlier Repair Parts Qatar. Xn ' ?es where a :ninor iaaJ
Chang© occurs, the contractor would merely substitute the replacement item
for the original item as he vill ia in hi* order of parte for product ion of
the end items. If 'or da si mada, it might be necessary to
reeveli f te the vaaga 4ftA quantity decisions at the provisioning review
conference; however, the additional effort involved in those cases is over-
shadowed, I feel, by the resultant increased timeliness of spare parts
delivery for all e is.
In response to an inquiry on the feasability of tentative selection
of SMR eodes and the r items oojscurror,' test and
evaluation of the pro- '., a ;-iari 'tivity
provisioning authority had ( B say:
Althr ' n:ld uppuat thrst the selection of
maintenance ' could boat be accomplished «s a part of T&.£, the
vslid.it/ i.rdsed by non-acceot^nce
of the pre-production nodal and thus the tirae and effort rsevot
warn! affect detract from efforts that I *iave been expended
on other equl?>ments. . . . The same comment as indicated above
lies to t Tact the
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assignment of 364R codes constitutes the selection of maintenance
items. 11
In effect he is saying that in those instances where major design changes
are not effected during testing, the method outlined above would be feas-
ible. Again, I feel the increased titaeliness of spare oarts delivery in
most programs justifies increased effort in those avtajfUM where major
design ohsnges would occur during evaluation of the ore-product ion model.
Karller Initial Issue Action
As noted in the early part of this chapter, most of the refinements
to the overnll support processes have historically been made in the area
of initial issues. "3aeh has been made with the object of attaining more
timely spare parts supnort for the? new equipment, yet as late as last year
end items were arriving at the using units prior to th^lr support items.
To alleviate this situation, package shipment of spare parts with the and
items has been directed and is now being instituted by the Supply Centers.
One further problem In connactlon with initial issues was discussed
In Chapter 17—i.e., delaying the processing of initial issues until appro-
priation data is received from all using units. This problem was the sub-
ject of an Individual Research Project at the Marino Corps Command and
3taff College last year, and it rsas al30 the subject of a thorough review
by the Commandant two years ago.
The Individual Research Project compared the advantages and the
disadvantages of the current allotment system administered by the using
units v*ith a regular allotment system administered by the (apply Centers,
end an open allotment system administered by the Supply Centers. It waa
11Lstt*»r from Mr. Bernard iaydar, Deputy Director, Provision
Division, Maria* Corpi ly Activity, Philadelphia, March 16, 196^>.
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concluded "that the administration of funds used for providing initial
issues of repair parts should be handled by the Supply Center under a
regular allotment method. "**
The review of the present system two years aso resulted in reaf-
firmation of support for the fiscal policy in effect. According to the
Fiscal Director of the Marine Corps this policy is set up prirnarily to let
the commander know how much money he has to work with, and to support long-
range alms of an integrated system of expenditure and inventory control in
the hands of the commander. In view of these
,
the Fiscal Director
stated that he has no intention of char*glaf present flsonl procedures as
they relate to initial issues. *-3
Since any change in fiscal procedures is unlikely in the near
future, any effort to Bill :ate the delay encountered in processing initial
issue requisitions must presume adherence to currant fi^c 1 procedure*, I
believe that the problem can not only bo mitigated, but eliminated, by com-
mencing the procedures related to requisitions surly enough to «llow the
appropriation data to reach the Supply Center by the time the end item is
"ready for Issue.
"
Under the present procedures outlined in Chapter 17, when an equip-
ment or system is "ready for issue," Headquarters Marine Corps directs the
Supply Activity to release initial issue docks and listings. By the time
the using units receive the cords $nd submit job order numbers to the
Supoly Center ten days to c month has elapsed, yat without this data the
requisitions cannot be processed. This situation could be alleviated by
i«. K. Johnson, Major, US14C, Initial Isaue of Itepalr Parts to
Fleet Marino ?'orce Units
,
(on individual research project conducted while
a student at the terine Corps Coiumm >lleg«, Feb. 4, 1965), p. 10,
^interview with Mr. J. F. 4ri?ht, rector of the marine
3, Mar^h 1ft, 1%(>.
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having the Supply Activity release the requisitions Llotlaga thirty
days prior to the projected "ready for issue | that when Head-
quarters MtVUM Corps res the item "toaty for issue," the completed
requisitions would be in tr M of tho ator and could he
processed without del*y.
Two objections have r -i'fered to this nropos- 1: first, there
are frequently Inst minute changes in the "r- date; second,
price chanrss occurring subsequent to rilWN of the requisitions would
rot fee reflects until tbt ftOtoftl prooOttlM of the requisitions. The
first objoction is uit<< true, bul y would detract from the
osed change. If Mm date n-ere delayed, it would r^ive the Supply Center
mors |] irty days to receive the required fiscal data; and if the date
were advanced, we in at least as jood a ion as we are now,
if not bettor. r case, tho requisitions would not be processed
until the end item were ed "w »* issue" by Headquarters Marine
Horns rogirflloof
As for price oh 'urrent initiol issue procedures provide
for price •' ia in that th Mi back to the receiving
"or edditi ] aaiiaft.** The earlier f la are released
reater could be the need for 1 funds, fat the delay in
additior Is minimal q delay now encountered,
and wtttld not occur la ' majority of MM ill. Lad the
prospect of increased timeliness of initial issu©3 for a result-
from earlier processing of re ions appears to be khf of
jving.
^*\},3, Marine Corps, -Stondin;- Oc--,-rnt. ocedure for Providing an
Initial Is o • .' ' !'• vt -. fr r It rlne Corps 'vxulpment ,
KCO U23.10, Novemb-r 17, l (M, p. 6.
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Tho Long Rang© Approach
To dt: m what the ulti-vito framework of ;4arine Corns provision-
ing should be, numerous In • wel ' Marine Corps in the
epartment and the Tec' hee, 0-4 vere a eked hew
the present nre&. Almost Hit
exception the answers receive la4i( ^4 for more nreoise informa-
tion upon which It beec prorisj lorn, tad » need for provisioning
to IMMMI dur
I
equipment development nroeesn. The concept outlined
briefly in this section f the 1 I of the r ses received to
the above question, UN* study of v.ri rooedures utilized
in other services at tha present time. The discussion is oriented to the
procurement and testing of - it vn I laFlM Corns; however, the
concept is equally 'ie Cor rtleipetlea in the develop-
ment of equipment by another nervice or of enuipraent from
another service.
Deficiencies of the Present "ystem
The history of Marine Corps provisioning presents a continuous
series of oases wherein the support items have not been available in suf-
ficient time to allow timely introduction of the and item, ^i'forts to
improve tho system have mode considerable inroads into the probity areas,
and the procedures cited earlier in this chapter could yi Uui
in this effort. Still we are left with a system in which the oulk of the
provisioning effort takes piece in the last year of four bo lis year
cycle. Key personnel involved in all phases of equipment introduction
(planning, selection, procurement, &l Pinioning) vsere nearly unanimous
in the opinion that provisioning need* to be started during the development
of tho equipment if full benefit is to be aohievea from the effort 1 involved,
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Another deficiency noted by several personnel, lnclurtinf* I
rtensister »l f li the ( i of %l ation
pv to generate sufficient mrHntananee i: 'ion upon "which to base
sound provisioning decisior selected
is l contractor^ w ^ndea r :, known
failure rat os "Isr Itens,
t and
stent of th*? r-rovl"inner3. con lead to poor decisions,
- example, since t' normally does not utilize maintenance
TS at the contr-ct ' \ X it cannot verify V- :ir by vhich fail-
ure I were establish .t has
often been inore mislead! I *hteni°- ir^ , * *ge data is
inconclusive unless the I Is have > the g .eat of life-
time tissue unds nihility. Fourth,
the Judgment of the provl sioners t the universe
—>i eatable but rot lafsllib]
A Plan for Timely Spare Parts Support
To devise a system which eliminates both of the deficiencies noted
above, M cannot merely take tha present system and rework it, for this
has already been done repeatedly -.Pith only limited success. Kbat is needed
is a fresh approach which sakes the most of th* time span required to
introduce a new o I * one * IS tho toot a no evaluation
process to mmgrntl not on3y an approves* design but also sufficient data
abc n to result, in 1reproved provision aolsions.
The first o of the desired system is fuller utilization of
the tirae involved— i.e., earlier conancain.ont of provisioning. The ar--u-
ment aresently presented against earlier provisioning is that throughout
the process, until approval of the pre- tioc jnodel, is are being

generated which may have an iwnect on k> decisions* This is
true bocause th n of ., . . ^
items may be different firms, and because more -widespread testing of the
pre-production models rive-il^, flaws previously unnotic .
pamdt tarliar nlng than, • 3duce
30 changes which occur to t item after the design is approved for
in<i Oorps use. Tho procedures outlined in th rioui section of this
chapter for handlir tostin
r
~ of ', ^-production
model c i as we 1 !.. This LtiTtl us with tho ehanges t ;
ributoble t' icntior. of tl
be el' to a large degree by having the samo eontraoter
produce both t: .d pilot model and th itlklV
words, when the general desi.n of tl
(from experi 1 for
truotion of both 1 * ' Auction
items. In this Matter tJ "'^d
pilot nodal can be c»irri3d ovor to ^n Of sdols.
] 1 ensure that U 'he
rov^d nilot model, SO tl .--i
limited to tl BS noted ' ^*--
*t Lotting ea the
basis of th rantlei li several
months f-^rlior than bob la.
aeoo i.red sy ' IttfOT "ion
teeiel02 -; ly be
achieved tttrottgb "ion of th \ the
conclusion Q 3 wse at ths Army
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motive Comnand ' ' i, oelecti
••SJSSHStt. * HiiK%4MMIBM r^ 3 of a .' ..d dia- iy
Lpmat to idonti? ' fc] | \snce sJ ,r©
and et what level u bo ;; . _ . . Ily it
i perfom?' onnol exp.riaaoed in
ri '
'
clear pic rmsd concern-
bt aveilnbil ity of
, in the lislBft units to
perform ench mnintonf iY.*-° rtJflsiOfttM to iaore
•ffsttttwly Mle*t tb • tools no&Jeu to support
I item, an<? to nco each i7;ain-
ter set t n be • " '
itlOB of tl ad ic!'-
whpt level the *? the
ved in a
tBlflH "v-*" * ' Uhe
•• r
'>d pilot model. In effect then, «S hSYS i . Ln# SS
forenee forwm I to th- dop-
sloa sf tl
,
while t,t the na l }.uir-
"•re bjsI ' bo base tl ions.
Tb* g ;ave accon-
slis&sd vtbst ye Ldt for
Milts' pYSfiSiSBi , re
1 led r" to bass provj ore
^XfttsTTisa with . Pribs, 4 Division,
March 3, 19^ '
^Int of
the Marine Corps, m 1966.
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accurate decisions, but it also \iould result in earlier introduction of
the end item. This is so because there is presently a significant tine
span between approve 1 of the pilot model end commencement of manufacturing
the pre-production models due to the mechanics involved in awarding a new
contract—invitations to bid, evaluating tho bids, orientation of the
selected contractor, etc. Under the proposed system the contract for the
nilot model and the production items i3 one anu the same, so the contractor
can go directly to production of tie pre-production models as soon as the
pilot modal ir approved. The result is earlier production, approval and
delivery of the end items, a goal itself worthy of considerable effort
to achieve.
Summary
The system I have outlined is sketchy, and no doubt there aro many
difficulties to be ovorcome. The benefits to be gained, however, are such
that it is unlikely that such a system will not be forthcoming in the
years ahead. In addition, it is in accord with the now concept of Inte-
grated Logistic Support in that it provides an earlier identification of
the maintenance requirements of a new equipment, rovides more precise
data upon which to project the lifetime support requirements of an end
item. It nry not be the shortest way to our destination, but nn earlier
start cannot help but result in an earlier achievement of the ^oal of pro-




In a statement bafora the Senate Committee on Armed Services*, and
the Defense subcommittee, ;3enate Comnittee on Appropriations on the fiscal
year 1966 budget, the Commandant of the Marine Corps said:
We are resolved that every Earine sent into battle shall hava the
best arms and equipment we can provide. Consequently, our research
and development effort is directed toward tho acquisition of those
material items best suited to the execution of our operational
tactics.
He later said that "development and procurement actions are only meaningful,
however, when th© hardware is in the hands of the troops. . •**
Get tin--, a new equipment or weapons system into the hands of the
troops is indeed no easy task, as we have seen. It involves the coordinated
planning and execution of numerous processes by a multitude of activities
and personnel over a considerable psriod of time. And in the end, th*
equipment still cannot be placed in service unless provisioning has pro-
vided the necessary support items in the proper place at the oroper time.
Summary
Chapters I and II examined the framework in whloh provisioning
takes place. Th© policies established by the Department of Defense and
the Marine Corps v?ere examined in Chapter I for the overall guidance and
^.S., Department of the Navy, Budget Direst, Fiscal Year 1966
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parameters which would channelize the provisioning effort, and the respon-
sibilities within the ^farine Corps for provisioning ware discussed in brief
to sot up the organizational framework in which the process lives. In
Chapter II the discussion centered on the process of equipment development,
and the broad support actions which take plsoe in those nhases wherein the
project becomes a piece of hardware and reaches the vt>lnz units.
Chapters III and IV detailed th« process of providing the necessary
support to permit introduction of the end item and its continued sunport.
The planning procedures examined in Chanter III were those which provide
both the general guidance (Item M»nwgt—tA Plan, Letter of Adoption) and
the detailed guidance (3upport Concept, Provisioning Guidance Data) for
the execution of provisioning by the Supply Activity. In this section, the
test and evaluation process was also covered in brief, not bocause it repre-
sents Planning as such, but rather because it occurs concurrently with
support planning and generated data used in the later luot^ort execution.
Determining the nature and quantity of support neoded to support
an end item, and effecting its delivery with the end item was the subject
of Chapter IV. Since these functions are but part of the overall prooeaa
alluded to in Chapter II, nrovisioning and initial issue are no more impor-
tant than support planning or equipment development . Y^t insofar as these
are the culmination or finalization of the initial simport process, these
functions are in reality the hesirt of the entire process.
Chapter ? is devoted to improving the system for providing spare
parts support. Initially, the historical development of the system was
examined to analyse the changes which have occurred and to provide a bench-
mark against which to measure any future ohsnres. The target throughout
the chapter was timeliness, but in the long-run analysis timeliness and
effectiveness share the focus. The result is a body of recommendations
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designed to improve the support for new end items introduced into the
Marine Corps.
Recommend a ii ons
r»inoe a major change to a system which has the wide impact of the
provisioning process ^i 31 be hard to Institute, |tN ?d changes have
been categorized into short-run and lorn -run pl^ns. This is done not only
to present interim and ult Loots goals, but also to indicate desirable and
desirable goals.
In the former category, it is ree led that:
1. Provisioning action be commenced prior to the acceptance
of the pre-production model (preferably in the earlier stages of this evo-
lution), end that the effects of design changes be resolved at a provision-
ing review conference to be bald after approval of the pre-production model.
2. Initial issue decks and listings be released by the Supply
ivity thirty days prior to tentative "ready for issue" date, so that the
Supply Centers can have completed requisitions in hand and can eor-meace
processing the initial issue >»hen the I snt is declared "ready for
issue."
In th« long run, it is recommended that*.
1. A frjaintenanoe evaluation be performed either during or at
the end of the test and evaluation of the pilot model, preferably by opera-
tional inaintanance personnel.
2. The provisionera utilise the results of this maintenance
evaluation as the basis for identifying the repair parts to be procured in
order to commence provlsionin as soon as possible aftor its completion.

It is recognize*! that in any system there are bound to be
deficiencies. Those I have identified in this system are certainly
the only ones, or perhaps even the no3t significant ones. They are sig-
nificant though from my point of view, and the recommendations cited
above in my opinion would help to allevinte some of the pMfelMM now en-
countered in providing timely and *ffactive support tor new eqni
boin-; put in tho field.
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